
CONCEPT 2 BIKEERG
SKU: C2900



PRODUCT
DESCRIPTION

01  PM5 PERFORMANCE
MONITOR

Included standard with the unit, the PM5
Performance Monitor offers a wide range of

instant data feedback, including pace, watts,
cadence (rpm) and calories. These statistics are

then saved and stored automatically in the
monitor’s memory or an optional USB stick. The

PM5 has both Bluetooth and ANT+ wireless
options, so you can connect to most wireless

heart rate belts, as well as Concept2’s ErgData
app and other third party apps. The PM5 takes
two D-cell batteries and the power is generated

by the flywheel when you ride, saving on
battery life.

 

02  FLYWHEEL & DAMPER
Like the Concept2 Rowers and SkiErg, the
BikeErg uses air resistance generated by a
fanned flywheel. This makes the machine

directly responsive to your own output as you
pedal. The inclusion of a special damper also

re-creates the effect of shifting gears on a
standard bicycle, as the user can alter the
amount of air going into the flywheel. By
changing settings, you can simulate the
experience of a straightaway ride or a
challenging uphill climb. The BikeErg is

uniquely customizable to the skill sets and
preferences of any athlete, regardless of size or

experience.

 

03  QUALITY CONSTRUCTION +
EASY MOBILITY

Few fan bikes can match the BikeErg for
precision engineering, durability, and

convenient portability. Set-up takes just a
matter of minutes, and the unit’s lightweight

welded aluminum frame + a set of caster
wheels make it uniquely mobile for a so-called

“stationary” bike. The use of self-tensioning
polygroove belts also greatly reduces the sound

04  ADJUSTABLE &
CUSTOMIZABLE

The BikeErg is designed with an adjustable
saddle and handlebars, which can be moved

both up-and-down and forward-and-back into a
custom, secure setting. Users can even decide
to attach their own bicycle seat, handlebars or
pedals (most styles are compatible) to create

the ultimate custom indoor bike.
 



output of the bike, making it a viable option for
any room in the house.

 

ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION

More Information
Product Weight 31kg

Product Dimension 122 x 61cm (L x W)

More Information PM5 monitor

Level Of Resistance Damper Adjustment

Flywheel Weight N.A.

Warranty Main frame: 5 years, Other parts: 2 years, On-site labour: 1 year


